
in Prague, Thursday, July 04, 2002 

Hi Alex, 
I am glad you are good in school and happy despite the fact you have 19 points in poems. I 

had also problem with poems and languages, but you see you should learn languages a lot to be 

able to communicate with me and all the world. I do not know what poems do you learn, but I 

learnt English by learning funny English poems, say from Alice in wonderland: 

Twinkle, twinkle little bat,  

how I wonder where are you at, 

up above the sky you fly,  

as a tea tray in the sky.  

:-) Funny isn’t it? 

Or some limericks: 

There was a young man called Bright,  

who traveled much faster than light 

he sets out one day 

and in a relative way 

He came the previous night.  

:-))) Good, right? But you must know a bit 

of physics to fully understand, but I think you can 

imagine the funny guy running faster than light.  

But I see you are good in English and almost genial in writing. I hope you do also 

something else than sitting in a school. You have beautiful country, so you should make trips to 

be able to tell me more about it, about the lakes, etc. 

My girls are now away at a trip, they 

were in zoo, and they admired the animals 

you have all around you. Do you have 

monkeys? Dorothy is very fond of them. We 

do not have a many animals as our 

forefathers has eaten them all. So you 

should take care of you nature not to end 

like we do – having animals only in zoo. 



 

I send you also a few pictures.  
1) Steam engine – it is not common to see. I makes awful noise and spits the steam all over. 
2) Theresa and Dorothy on a pool. Theresa is swimming a bit and Dorothy is still afraid of it. 
3) You may hear about Jesus walking on a water and here is the reason, why he always won the 
swimming races.  

 
4) This was our Christmas tree. We have the habit to put different balls and other things at 

a coniferous tree. Conifers do not have leaves but only needles. Do you have them too?    

 
By the way, I put your photo on Internet and everybody in my firm is envy that I have a 

such a good boy far away in Africa. 
Have a nice time. 

Jeremy 


